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BROMIUM
SECURE
PLATFORM
Bromium stops attacks that other
solutions miss

Breachless Threat Intelligence™

The Bromium Secure Platform stops attacks and protects your
endpoints by creating micro-VMs that secure every user task,
from surfing the web to opening emails and downloading
attachments. Every task is completely isolated inside the
micro-VM. When a task is closed, the micro-VM and any threat
it contained, is disposed of without any breach.

Each Bromium endpoint and server is part of a continuously
adaptive sensor network that can be used for malware analysis
and instant sharing of threat indicators. Security teams receive
Breachless Threat Intelligence™ and complete kill-chain
analyses, which helps them hunt threats, share information
across the enterprise, and resolve issues fast.

Bromium Secure Platform is powered by unique, patented
hardware-enforced isolation technology that uses
virtualization-based security on the host to contain threats
inside individual, disposable micro-virtual machines. This
approach dramatically decreases attack surfaces, while
preserving familiar user workflows.

Policy-based access controls fine-tune security
Bromium Secure Platform features a robust policy engine.
Administrators can configure secure web and file access by
user groups, with granular controls and default policies for
common use cases such as email attachments, phishing links,
and web file downloads. Policies are easy to set, layered, and
can be fine-tuned to address your unique security concerns
and risk profiles.

“Bromium stops the advanced attacks that were slipping by other technologies.”
Chief Technology Officer, Global 500 Professional Services Company
TVID: 1F4-A58-789
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Key Benefits
Safely access files from any inbound source
Open any file or document without risk of infection, whether
downloaded from the web, received in email, or saved via
portable USB drives
Stop malware
Micro-VMs isolate and contain malicious activity, while malware
disappears when the file or document closes
Harden your entire defensive infrastructure
Use Bromium indicators of attack and indicators of compromise
to quarantine files and search for malware lurking on servers
and non-Bromium devices using third-party tools

Key Features
Ironclad malware protection using hardware-enforced
isolation
Isolate incoming files and web content from the host PC and
internal network using rich threat forensics from advanced
behavioral analysis techniques to identify malicious activity
that others miss
Breachless Threat Intelligence™
Isolated malware generates Breachless Threat Alerts™ for SOC
analysts and sends Breachless Threat Feeds™ to third-party
systems to help harden the defensive infrastructure
Quickly protect key attack vectors
Out-of-the-box protection for key attack vectors such as email
attachments, phishing links, and file downloads without
wading through complex configuration settings
Threat triage with contextual intelligence
Workflow-based threat triage with augmented threat
intelligence speed analyst identification of true positives
for resolution and proactive remediation across Bromiumprotected and non-Bromium systems
Actionable dashboards, reports, and drilldowns
Easily see and share the value of Bromium with executive
summary (CISO/CIO) reports, operational dashboard for the
desktop team, and a threat dashboard for your security team
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The Bromium Secure Platform consists of the following components:
Bromium Secure Browsing, Bromium Secure Files, and Bromium Secure Monitoring

BROMIUM SECURE BROWSING
Secure, user-centric web browsing
Bromium Secure Browsing isolates web-borne threats and
browser exploits using hardware-enforced micro-VMs, so you
don’t have to rely on detection or restrictive website blacklists.
Each browser tab is completely isolated from all other tabs,
the host PC, and the internal network. Secure browsing takes
place within a protected micro-VM, which allows for unfettered
task completion in isolation from sensitive files and processes.
Users experience native browsing for safe sites in Chrome,
Firefox, or Edge, with automatic routing to isolated browsing
for risky sites in the Bromium Secure Browser—including
suspected phishing links and uncategorized websites.

Web protection extends to known and unknown vulnerabilities,
including zero-day browser exploits, malicious cross-site
scripting, and fileless malware that exploits memory flaws
or other Windows weaknesses. Crisis patching and version
checking become less urgent, as Bromium Secure Browsing
makes even unpatched systems safe for all users.

Web threats, neutralized
All website activity is sequestered within the secure micro-VM
container. The micro-VM and any threats are destroyed when the
browser tab is closed, leaving behind a rich Breachless Threat
Report™ to serve as a forensic trace of all malicious activity.

BROMIUM SECURE FILES
Secure inbound file download and access
Bromium Secure Files uses hardware-enforced microvirtualization to isolate malicious threats hidden within
inbound files and documents, including email attachments,
web downloads, and USB files.
Each file is seamlessly opened inside a protected micro-VM.
The process is transparent to the user, with the files completely
contained and isolated from other files and processes. Bromium
Secure Files works online and offline, allowing users to securely
save, modify, and rename their documents and files.

File and document threats remain sequestered
If a file is malicious, all activity remains isolated within the
secure container, and any threats are terminated when the file
is closed. This protection extends to both known and unknown
vulnerabilities, including zero-day exploits, malicious macros,
scripts, and advanced attack techniques that take advantage
of memory kernel bugs or other Windows weaknesses.
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BROMIUM SECURE MONITORING
Comprehensive monitoring and analysis
Bromium Secure Monitoring delivers real-time alerts with
complete forensic intelligence for each attack, providing realtime endpoint visibility to security teams.

manual analysis or expensive backend data centers. Bromium
transforms raw data into higher-level intelligence, ensuring
that security teams maintain real-time awareness of the overall
threat posture at all times.

Bromium Secure Monitoring provides complete security
visibility when deployed across Windows endpoints and
servers enterprise-wide. Real-time streaming of attack data
with application flow analysis provides SOC analysts with a
complete, integrated view of the attack. Bromium correlates
thousands of low-level monitoring events in real time at the
endpoint or server, eliminating the need for time-consuming

Bromium Secure Platform integration
Bromium Secure Monitoring integrates with Bromium Secure
Files and Bromium Secure Browsing for unmatched protection
and visibility. Administrators can customize the threat model,
allowing organizations to specify custom rules to flag malicious
behavior. This threat model is applied in real time to the
application flow to identify active malware running on host PCs.

Use Bromium to secure your most vulnerable attack vectors
EMAIL ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•
•

Ransomware
Macro-enabled trojans
Fileless malware
Malicious links

UNPROTECTED
NETWORKS
•
•
•
•

Browser exploits
Fileless malware
Drive-by downloads
Fake updates (Reader,
Flash, Java, etc.)
• Bad DNS/URL redirects

PHISHING LINKS
• Malicious links in email body
and attachments
• Browser exploits
• Fake Flash/Java updates
• Drive-by downloads
• Watering-hole attacks
• Malvertising
• Links in chat programs

UNCATEGORIZED WEBSITES
• Browser exploits
• Fileless malware
• Encrypted downloads evading
detection

DOWNLOADS AND
EXECUTABLES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deliberate downloads
Fake executable updates
Links to documents
Bad DNS / URL redirects
Bogus drivers and utilities
Watering-hole attacks

IDENTITY PROTECTION
• Credential phishing
• Local and domain credential
extraction
• Unauthorized credential
reuse

USB MEDIA CONTENT
•
•
•
•
•

Office productivity files
Multimedia files
Executable files
Document links
Web bookmarks

ZERO

MICRO-VM BREACHES
(as reported by customers)

Deploy Bromium Secure Platform to protect targeted user attack vectors or enable all capabilities for true defense-grade security

About Bromium
Bromium pioneered the next generation of enterprise protection by turning an enterprise’s largest liability, endpoints and servers,
into the best defense. Unlike detection-based techniques, Bromium automatically isolates threats and adapts to new attacks and
instantly shares threat intelligence to eliminate the impact of malware.
For more information
To learn more about Bromium’s game-changing security architecture, please visit www.bromium.com.
Bromium, Inc.
20883 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 100
Cupertino, CA 95014
+1 408 213 5668

Bromium UK Ltd.
2nd Floor, Lockton House
Clarendon Road
Cambridge CB2 8FH
+44 1223 314914
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For more information
visit Bromium.com or write to
info@bromium.com.

